You said… We did!
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Learner Voice

We have an average rating of 8.69 for our Apprenticeship Induction
We have an average rating of 7.95 for our Apprenticeship Experience

You said…
“A clear tutorial for how to access the learning
resources early on. i.e. Moodle, GMetrix. Also, a
tutorial for submitting work.”

“The online classrooms have been very beneficial,
and I have found that this has helped me a lot with
exam preparation.”
“I would like to potentially see multiple ways of
learning the exam resources to help with different
learning styles (Visual, Aural, Read/Write and
Kinesthetic)”

…We did
We now have a bespoke learner SharePoint with a
full onboarding session for every learner on
programme. OneFile is used for submitted work and
tutorials are provided by assessors.

Once on programme, Primary Goal offer a variety
of teaching and learning methods including:
Auditory/ Visual – Virtual Classroom Delivery
Read/ Write – Skillpipe E book study
Kinesthetic/ Practical – Practise Labs
Learners can book bespoke 121 sessions with the
Primary Goal support desk if there are areas in
which they feel they need further development.
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Learner Voice

You said…

…We did

“Possibly more regular and relevant tasks such as;
monthly task or quizzes that relate exactly to the
exam you are taking.”

We have added more quizzes to both our Moodle
and Socrative platforms. With the implementation of
OneFile, all learners now have assigned mocks and
exams relevant to their vendor qualifications.

“Communicate when changing systems (submitting
work has changed twice for me.)”

We have implemented OneFile as our chosen
ePortfolio system which provides a clear way of
submitting learner portfolio work.

“More clearly defined portfolio work and support with
portfolio work.”

We have worked in partnership with our EPAO, BCS,
and have implemented a portfolio progress form that
maps naturally occurring evidence in the workplace
to the competencies and behaviours required for the
apprenticeship standards.
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Employer Voice

You said…

…We did

“The block release delivery method does not work for
us as an employer as the time out of school is too
much.”

We have implemented a full 2019 virtual classroom
delivery timetable. We run exam virtual classrooms
all year round, so employers/ learners have the
flexibility to decide the best times to release their
apprentice for their 20% off-the-job.

“The terminology of the ‘Employer Reference’ is
misleading as it implies the document must be a
reference. It does not give any indication of how
technical the reference must be for the apprentice, as
required for their end point assessment.”

We have now changed the Employer Reference to
‘Technical Testimony’. This ensures employers are
aware of the requirements of the reference, to
portray the technical knowledge and skills the
apprentice has become competent in over the
apprenticeship.

“Schools are not aware of the progress of their
apprentice on their qualifications or coursework.
Some have had informal feedback, but no detail.”

Primary Goal have implemented OneFile as an
ePortfolio and tracking system. All employers have
individual logins and access to their learner’s
progression. All employers are required to attend
review meetings at least every 8 weeks.
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